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You're such a good soul -- agreeing to drive to Tucson on a whim!  I didn't know that you had another 

(possible?) interview to do there.   I hope it works out.  By the way, the woman we are considering hiring for 

this internship was the Smith College 1996 NCAA Woman of the Year and Senior Athlete of the Year for 

basketball.  Pretty cool, huh?You are going to do great in your race -- winning PRs left and right and doing the 

best training you've done in years.  Good luck!!!  What hour of the day does the race start?  Is it a hilly course?  

How are your temperatures there?  How many miles are on your current pair of running shoes?   (all important 

factors, I think.) And, most importantly, what is your time goal & strategy?  My training is okay & I actually 

have consistently been doing my Sunday long runs, but I keep taking two days a week off instead of one and 

running ~ 5 miles on weeknights instead of 6 or 8 -- which is the difference (for me) between a 35 mile week 

and a 40+ mile week.  But I'm feeling esp. good this week (knock on wood).  I ran 14 on Sunday, 8 on Monday, 

and 6 on Tuesday.  Of course, it is supposed to start snowing, sleeting, and then raining tomorrow night, so 

we'll see how I do on Thursday and Friday. . .  (snow I can handle -- sleet & rain I could do without.)  I'm still 

not ready (mentally) for racing yet, so I think I will definitely skip the Williamsburg 1/2 marathon.  You'll have 

to do well enough in your race for both of us! Poor little cats.  First, they get lost in the substructure of the 

house, then they lose their outdoor privileges for fear of coyotes eating them, and now you are going to 

introduce a D-O-G into the house.  eeeek!  On the other hand -- they do get to hang out with you full-time 

now, so they are probably ecstatic.  happy cats :-)How is your reading going with time off?  I wish Marion 

Zimmer Bradley would write another big long mythic legend so that I could read it.  I've been reading all of the 

Provence books by Peter Mayle, but I am just about finished with the last one & am eager for new escapist 

novels.  Any ideas?  Maybe I can borrow some books when I come with Kevin, Bob, & Doug to visit :-)Hope all 

is well.  Thanks for the e-mail!To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBDate:	02/11/97 

05:12:56 PMSubject: 	Re: Prospective InternGood job, Wren!!  (And Laura: sounds like you're back in full 

training stride!)Relative to the summer intern, I'd be happy to chat with her if you and Jeremy think it a good 

idea.  As for Tucson, I don't mind driving down in the least.   As far as that goes, one of my other potential 

interviewees (should it ever go ahead) is located in Tucson, also -- perhaps I could cover both on one trip (but 

two trips would be fine, too).Enough of work-related subjects!  Did I tell you that a few weeks ago, early one 

morning, I saw four coyotes lope across our back yard??  (Maybe I did tell you...)  Heightened our resolve to 

not let our cats out (which we had been considering).Ran 12 miles yesterday, as psychological preparation for 

my half-marathon on Sunday.  I have yet to run today and am struggling to fight off an overwhelming urge to 
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